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Spontaneous and dynamic digitally born learning tools in the form of syllabi and reading lists are being produced and shared online to respond to teachable
moments in our society. If our mission in libraries and archives is to help document the times, then we must ethically web archive publicly shared or
crowdsourced community created content. The Schomburg Center, in collaboration with Internet Archive’s Community Webs Grant, is an attempt to archive
the cultural/educational products produced by the community, about the community, and for the community.

#HashtagSyllabusMovement

• An educational and social justice
movement that challenged online
citizens to critically engage with
resources to create a more
informed understanding of
contemporary events through a
historical lens.

• The syllabi and reading lists also
serve as teaching /learning tools
acting as collective memory for
celebration of life and community
resilience, while also countering
and anticipating silences in
traditional text and misinformation
in the public record. A few
examples include:
#ColinKaepernickSyllabus
#CharlestonSyllabus
#FergusonSyllabus
#CharlottesvilleSyllabus
#SandraBlandForum

#SchomburgCenter

• With the recent surge of webpublished syllabi, this ephemeral
content easily aligns with the
Schomburg Center’s collecting
mission, which has been to
document the Black experience.
• The challenge for the Schomburg
Center was that there was no
infrastructure or program in place for
web archiving.
• With the help of Internet Archive’s
Community Webs Grant we were
able to start a project of recovery
and preservation.
https://archive-it.org/home/schomburgcenter

#CommunityWebs

• Representational disparities in the
web archiving community show that
only 2% of institutions doing web
archiving are public libraries.
• The Community Webs Grant
empowers public librarians/libraries
to create community history web
archives by providing them with
necessary training, tools, and funding
to document community content
published on the web.
• In 2017, Internet Archive awarded 11
public libraries the Community Webs
Grant where they all received:
•

•
•

$25,000 in web archiving
services, equaling a 0.50 TB
archival data budget per year for
five years.
Access to and training on the
Archive-It web application.
Travel funds to participate in
training, conferences and
professional development
related to web archiving.
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